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TASK-FORCE 

SURVIVAL KIT 
Phase Two: Updated April 2020 

IT’S TIME TO PREPARE  

FOR CHANGE 



During difficult times, everyone feels something; sadness, confusion, fear, anxiety, or anger. It can 

be easy for many to become overwhelmed with the amount of decisions that need to be made 

not only for their business, but for their family, staff, and community. While we cannot help every 

hospitality business with financial means, we can help with expert advice and free resources. After 

reaching out to my network of contacts to help develop a small task-force for restaurants in need, I 

received a tremendous response – where I am excited to say we have over 15 industry professionals 

eager to help and to provide you with guidance during what may be your most difficult time.   

Doug Radkey 
President of KRG Hospitality Inc. 

MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER 
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Dedicated Volunteers 

15+ 
Ideas & Strategies 

200+ 
Goal – To Help You 

1 REACH OUT 

How We Can Help 

The task-force of volunteers has collaborated 

and put together a resource package for 

restaurant, bar, and hospitality venues to help 

them through the toughest of times; whether 

that is a pandemic, natural disaster, or act of 

terrorism. Please use this available road map 

and check-list to help provide guidance to 

you, your business, and your community. 

This communication is provided 

as a courtesy for general 

information purposes. It is not 

intended to provide legal or 

operational advice, and no 

legal or business decision should 

be based on its content. 

This is an aggregation of ideas 

from industry professionals and 

we cannot make representation 

about the accuracy of 

effectiveness for your specific 

situation. Please consult 

members of the task-force or 

your local legal team regarding 

your particular circumstance.  

1-866-575-9552 
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THE TASK FORCE 

Doug Radkey has been the President of KRG 

Hospitality Inc. and the author of the book Bar Hacks. 

Operating since 2009 with now 8 regional offices 

throughout North America, Doug has become a 

hospitality start-up expert that facilitates projects from 

idea stage through to grand opening and beyond. 

Kenzie is a culinary nutritionist from George Brown 

College and an experience recipe developer, food 

blogger, and cook. Her programs focus on culinary 

technique & recipes for dietarian needs where she 

has publishes recipes for popular cookbooks, 

Olympic athletes, cancer patients, and more. 

Doug Rixmann is the Co-Founder of OwlOps – a task & 

maintenance management platform designed for multi-

unit restaurant operators to help teams get more done. 

Doug brings 30+ years in the restaurant industry as a 

franchisee, a point-of-sale development, and now 

software service provider. 

Lu’s career in Hospitality Design began in 1980 at Western 

International Hotels (now known as Westin Hotels), after he 

graduated from the very highly rated College of 

Architecture at Arizona State University. Lu’s focus with his 

design firm LU S Design Associates is to work with clients who 

want to design new builds or remodel existing facilities. 

Jason has been engaged in the hospitality industry since 2005 

through the likes of restaurant management, catering, and 5 

star luxury hotels. Once he became a licensed real estate 

agent – he felt the need to apply his decorated career and 

personalized service to the niche market of Hospitality Real 

Estate as an independent agent. 

Doug Radkey 

Kenzie Osborne 

Doug Rixmann 

     Tom Missios 

Lu Schildmeyer 

   Jason Kleyn 

Tom is the Founder & CEO of ERC Restaurant Consulting and 

the Founder & Concept Development Specialist at EPRG in 

addition to a former Regional Manager, Franchisee, and 

Independent Restaurant Owner. Tom is a sought-after 

consultant with a unique holistic perspective on the 

restaurant & food service industry.  
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Lance helps restaurant owners increase guest visits. 

As a former restaurant owner, he understands the 

passion that goes into a restaurant everyday. He 

helps develop a marketing plan that will not only 

grow your business, but one that justifies the costs 

and provides results. 

Chantelle is a local food advocate with specific 

focus on community food waste reduction. After 10+ 

years within the food industry & non-profit sector, 

Chantelle assists restaurants with environmental 

consults to increase efficiencies on all levels, while 

working to develop local food innovation. 

Dejan is the owner of Pineapple Hospitality, a consulting 

firm where Dejan brings over 25 years of operational and 

industry insight to the business. Throughout his career, he 

has managed operations at award winning & critically 

acclaimed restaurants within the Oliver & Bonacini 

Group to working with independent operators. 

Matthew has been working in the hospitality industry since 

2002. Over the years he has supplied a large range of 

hospitality venues with a variety of products – from food to 

equipment. Managing both the sales & operations side on 

multi-million-dollar projects has taught him  to look at things 

from different angles & provide outside the box solutions. 

Steve started in the restaurant business 25+ years ago working 

in every position, different concepts, and cities. Along the way, 

he  was on several opening teams & rebounded several 

struggling stores as a GM. In 2009, he became the first person in 

Canada to hold both BJCP and Certified Cicerone credentials, 

where he then launched BetterBeer.com 

   Lance Popke 

Chantelle Misheal 

   Dejan Lazic 

   Jason Robson 

Matthew Corney 

     Steve Riley 

Jason is a brand & marketing leader who has led the 

sustainable growth of organizations working with the entire 

leadership team. With over 20 years spent building brands 

through innovative programs with billion-dollar brands and 

small growth chains he knows how to drive profitable growth 

with technology, social media, and menu innovation. 
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Sandy is the Vice President of EcoFRY Environmental 

Inc. where his responsibilities include hiring, training, 

and supporting the sales team throughout Canada 

and the USA – where he further promotes growing 

relationships and acquiring new accounts within the 

food service industry. 

Justin is a former restaurant general manager / 

operator who has worked several roles inside of a 

restaurant with over 10 years total experience. He 

currently resides alongside the restaurant industry as 

a sales representative at Restaurant365 providing 

solutions in Utah, Nevada, and Alaska. 

Dan started in the restaurant industry at age 16 where 

he has seen the business from every angle and held 

every position. Dan is highly sought-after for his ability to 

get right to the heart of an issue and provide solutions to 

resolve it as quickly as possible.  He’s turned around 

struggling business, reduced food costs, and more! 

 Sandy Maclean 

   Justin Benton 

Dan Vander Mey 

Special Thanks for Further Support From:  

Dan Cool - Food Service Consultant at Sysco Seattle, Inc. 

 

Ed Bernacki - The Idea Factory 

 

Roberto Rota – Director of Sales at Steritech  

 

Kieran Wilson – Culinary Instructor / Executive Chef 

 

Joshua Wright – Executive Chef – Delta Hotels by Marriott Guelph 

 

Louie La Vella – Nightlife Ad Agency Owner 

 

Jose Luis Esquivel - Franchisingoverseas.com 

 

WITH A NEW DAY – COMES 

NEW STRENGTHS & NEW 

THOUGHTS 
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Government Resources 

During difficult times, there can be an overload of information in regards to the appropriate government or industry related channels to 

contact for help. The advice is to always start within your Federal government and industry related bodies, and then regionally for State or 

Province help in regards to financial relief for you, your business, and your staff. 

Government of Canada Restaurants Canada Canadian Hotel Association 

The SBA & FEMA (USA) National Restaurant Association American Hotel & Lodging Institute 

Whether it is a national or localized situation, you 

must understand that the Federal government 

wants to help small businesses. From loans to 

answers on Employment Insurance (EI), benefits, 

taxes, & the right local contacts. 

 

https://www.canada.ca/en.html 

Restaurants Canada provides invaluable 

research and insights, advocacy on key 

issues, and programs to keep you 

competitive. They will guide you towards 

the appropriate resources or contacts. 

 

https://www.restaurantscanada.org/ 

The Hotel Association of Canada is the 

leading voice of the Canadian Hotel & 

Lodging industry, bringing legislative 

solutions to industry challenges while 

providing contacts and advice. 

 

http://www.hotelassociation.ca/ 

The US Small Business Association along with 

FEMA have programs to help businesses in 

need during national or localized disasters. 

They will provide you the resources you need.  

 

https://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela  

https://www.disasterassistance.gov/ 

Strengthen operations, mitigate risk and 

develop talent; Advance and protect 

business vitality through national, state 

and local advocacy; and Drive 

knowledge and collaboration. 

 

https://restaurant.org/ 

The ‘indispensable’ resource serving, 

supporting and advocating on behalf of 

the American hospitality industry. They’re 

available to act as your voice to receive 

further government assistance. 

 

https://www.ahla.com/ 
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Restaurant Survival Plans 

Everyone will be going through different stages and requirements pending location 

and severity of situation, however, everyone can start the process with these four key 

words; assessment, pivot, demand, continuity.  

ASSESS 
Take time to review your specific 

situation. How are you in terms of 

health, safety, financing, and 

staffing. Are you able to remain open 

or do you need to close or operate 

at a different capacity?  

PIVOT 
Once you assess, you can 

determine your next steps; this 

resource package will assist 

you in ways to pivot; whether 

you’re closed, operating at a 

limited capacity, or preparing 

to re-open. 

DEMAND 
Going hand-in-hand with pivot, you 

need to find the balance of 

demand during difficult times. Are 

you serving customers, front-line 

workers, or community in need?  

CONTINUITY 
You must remain financially 

sustainable during and after the 

situation. You need to revise your 

business plan or model to adapt to 

current (and future) economics 

and landscapes.  
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Your vision for a fresh 

start, should start with 

what you don't want 

and what you want  
-Damola Treasure Okenla 

Don’t forget to DOWNLOAD 

our 60+ page phase one 

survival kit with even more 

tips & tools! 

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.150/wzb.cad.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/HMR_Restaurant-Task-Force_Phase-1_04132020.pdf


– By Doug Radkey 

Sit for a moment and compare your reaction and a child’s 

reaction to a loud bang of thunder. You likely ignore it, but the 

child may be worried - seeking assurance from the nearest adult.  

 

It is in our human nature to fear the unknown — confidence 

comes with understanding. From long experience, you know that 

thunder is a natural sound that cannot harm you. The child does 

not yet understand it. That is why an important step toward 

coping with change is understanding it: what is happening, why, 

and how. That’s the position we are all in now.  

 

Flexibility and a willingness to embrace change will make you a 

more valuable member of your restaurant or bar — one who can 

reliably deal with many different opportunities and scenarios. You 

may not like all the changes that are occurring, but you can be 

sure that if you resist them, you will not be successful when this is 

over. 

 

When you recognize the possibilities created by change, you’re 

more prepared to adapt, pivot, and exploit them. You will find 

change as not something to fear, but as something to welcome 

and turn into your own advantage. 

 



– By Justin Benton 

While there is still plenty of uncertainties to be addressed across 

the restaurant industry, it at least looks like the status quo will be 

the “new normal” for the time being. But what does that mean 

for your restaurant? 

 

With the number of temporary restaurant closures just under an 

estimated 50 percent in early April, and those remaining open 

recording estimated sales of under half compared to the 

previous year, the effect felt by most in the industry is apparent.  

 

However, some businesses are seeing a gradual increase since 

mid-March, and few are even doing close to normal numbers.  

 

(Track industry trends via Restaurant365) 

 

Those finding success in the current climate have all but proven 

the key to surviving right now is adaptability to change.  

 

Restaurants who are able to pivot their operations as quickly, 

and effectively, as possible, will be the most well equipped to 

weather the storm and make it out the other end. 

https://www.restaurant365.com/restaurant-industry-trends/


Here are some important things to consider as you 

set up your operations for curbside and take-out. 

 

 Setting Up Your Menu: 
 

When it comes to crafting a menu for curbside, it is 

crucial that you keep it simple. You want to limit your 

menu to only certain items. This allows you to: 

 

 Focus on signature items that your customers know 

and love you for. 
 

 Streamline your operations. You want these items 

to be ones that require as little labor and food cost 

to make. Keeping cost low is more important than 

ever to your business’ financial health. 
 

 Keep ordering to a minimum.  

 

As you set up your menu, check with your vendors.  

 

As demand for certain items have shifted, pricing 

may be further away from their normal range. For 

instance, as demand for chicken breast in grocery 

stores have gone up, so has supply of chicken wings, 

allowing many concepts with that as their core item, 

to take advantage of lower food cost than normal.  

See if there is any opportunity for your business to do the 

same with other items. 

 

Additionally, a great way to keep labor down is to use 

vendor items that cut down prep time. It might be worth 

seeing if using certain pre-cooked ingredients or pre-

sliced/pre-cut foods that work within your concept makes 

sense. 

 

You may also want to check with your POS provider. Many 

POS companies are offering help of some kind in setting 

up an online store or something to help you maximize 

curbside business. 

 

 The Menu Itself: 
 

Right now, innovation is key. Just because you have 

slimmed down your menu items, doesn’t mean you need 

to be conservative in the style of offerings you have 

available for your customers. Here are some unique 

offerings to consider for your restaurant: 

 

 Family Meals – These have become very popular and 

are a great way to part with more inventory at once. This 

also allows you to provide a solution to customers at a 

value, who are looking to feed their family without having 

to juggle multiple different menu items. 



 Take and bake options – These offerings let your 

customers get that “out of the oven” freshness in the 

comfort of their home while keeping labor down for 

you. 

 

 Grocery items/essentials – Many restaurants have 

already begun selling grocery items, like produce or 

dairy, or essentials, such as toilet paper. This is a 

great way to turn inventory into cash, especially on 

items you won’t need as much of now, like toilet 

paper, especially as grocery stores struggle to keep 

up with demand on certain items. 

 

 Alcohol – With a high number of states and 

provinces allowing take-out alcohol sales, this is a 

phenomenal avenue to not only sell off inventory, 

but also provide a full restaurant experience to your 

customers who desperately miss that. Check with 

applicable laws first, but selling bulk drink batches, 

as well as individual drinks or kits, may be an 

approach you don’t want to ignore. 

 

 “Survival Kits” – Take everything listed above and 

combine it into a survival kit for you customers. 

Allowing your customers to purchase something that 

gives them dinner and drinks for the family tonight, 

leftovers, and saves them a trip to the grocery store, 

is sure to get their attention. 

Food Waste Reduction 
By Kenzie Osborne 

 

 The Basics- Use canned beans in place of dairy to add a 

creamy texture to your dishes. Blend the beans with various sauces, 

soups, and stir fries to create dips that can be used for side dishes 

the next day. Toast leftover bread to be used as croutons, and 

bread crumbs (for breading meat products). Fry or bake leftover 

dough into simple desserts (coat in cinnamon and sugar, 

chocolate drizzle, peanut butter, etc.) Crumble baked goods and 

mix with icing to serve as cake pops for the next day. 

 
 Dinner Meats - Transform meat-based dinners into sandwich 

fillings or soups for next-day lunches (for example: transform 

burgers into a ground meat “taco soup”, transform roasted 

chicken into shredded chicken club sandwiches, transform pork 

into shredded pork “sloppy joes”, etc.) 

 

 Blanch & Freeze - Blanch and freeze sauce/soup/dinner 

packages (blanch and freeze ingredients for a product - 

package in bags that serve approximately  

10 portions - use as orders come in). This will 

significantly reduce food waste by prolonging  

the shelf-life of vegetables, and controlling the 

amount of product you make at a time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 Setting Up Your Curbside Process: 
 

Logistically speaking, it can be difficult to set up a 

process for something like curbside from the ground up in 

a short amount of time.  

 

It is important to be mindful of these parts of the process: 

 

 Payment: How will your customer pay? If they are able 

to pay in advance on pick up orders, this speeds up the 

process. 

 

 Arrival: What is the next step when a customer arrives? 

You may want to designate certain parking spots for 

prepay and some for placing orders, or you might rather 

set up your parking lot to emulate a “drive thru” and 

have people move through different stations.  

 

 The Hand-Off: How will you safely and effectively get 

the food to your customers hands? Many restaurants are 

putting food orders directly in customer’s trunks in order 

to remove contact from the equation. It is important that 

you have a plan for how to transfer items that is mindful 

of health precautions. 

 

 Communication: How will your guests know what to do 

when they arrive? Signage, signage, signage. Making sure 

that the process is clearly laid out and your customers know 

what to do removes any potential kinks in your operations, as 

well as any headaches for your customers who have come 

to support you. 

 

 Hours of operation: When should you be open/How long 

does it make sense for you to be open? Right now, you may 

be better off operating under limited hours and focusing on 

just a couple lunch hours and a couple dinner hours rather 

than a whole day. This not only helps you limit labor, but also 

helps drive demand during your open hours. 



Justin Benton is a former restaurant general manager / 

operator who has worked several roles inside of a restaurant 

with just over 10 years total experience.  

 

He currently works alongside the restaurant industry as a sales 

representative at Restaurant365.  

 

In addition to my passion for the restaurant industry, he is a 

lover of all things basketball, and has a beautiful and wonderful 

finance, who he will marry in December of this year. 

 

 

 

 

 

Marketing your Curbside Business: 
 

Keeping your customers in the loop is a top priority for making sure 

your curbside efforts are as successful as they can be. As restaurants 

open, close, re-open, limit hours, limit options, and so on so frequently 

right now, making sure your customers know how they can support 

you is vital. 

 

That said, right now your customers want to support you however 

they can. They aren’t looking for discounts, but rather something as 

close to normalcy in terms of a dining experience as they can get 

their hands on. If you are wanting to utilize promotions, some ideas to 

consider are: 

 

 Coupons for once dine-in service is resumed. 

 Curbside happy hour  

 Free dessert item for orders over $XX 

 Themed Bundles – Most, if not all, of your customers are likely under 

quarantine, and therefore, confined to a small range of activities. 

Acknowledge and lean into this by offering themed meal bundles, 

like an “In-home Movie Night” or “Backyard Picnic”. These help you 

continue to sell an experience for your customers. 

 

At home cooking – you can offer your customers all the ingredients 

they need to make their favorite meal from your restaurant, along 

with a recipe card or instructional video via the internet to help guide 

them. This is another way to provide more than just a meal. 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/justinkbenton


– By Tom Missios & Jose Luis Esquivel 

Restaurants have always followed strict health guidelines.  

 

In fact, due to these rigorous food safety procedures, restaurants 

are known to be one of the most sanitary public locations.  

  

However, with the spread of COVID-19, it’s important to operate 

with the understanding that your restaurant needs to prioritize 

sanitation and hygiene.  

 

Guests must know that your restaurant is practicing top-of-the-line 

safety, sanitation, and health practices to ensure that your guests 

and employees are safe, healthy, and secure.  

 

This must be communicated to your guests through your marketing 

efforts. This will become a normal part of your marketing plan. 

  

Now is the time to ramp up your sanitizing procedures, increase 

your hand-washing protocol, wipe down your equipment and 

appliances, and make sure your staff aren’t coming to work sick.  

 

Ensure your staff and guests know that your top priority is their 

health and safety.  



Food zone safety measures restaurant workers should be 

employing, including guidance for: 
 

 Knowing common symptoms of physical illness to avoid  

   working when sick, even when pandemic is over 

 

 Practicing proper sanitization and personal hygiene 

 

 Effectively handling plating, drink-ware, & packaging 

 

 Efficiently and safely delivering product to guests in     

  either the restaurant, at curb-side, or at their home 

 

 

 

 Food Temperature Control 

 

 Keep cold food below 4°C/40°F 
 

 Keep hot food above 60°C/140°F 
 

 Keep frozen below -18°C/0°F 
 

 Cook all hazardous food to a minimum internal  

  temperature of 74°C/165°F 

 

  

 

 Protect Food from Contamination 
 

 Store cooked and ready-to-eat food items on shelves  

  above raw food 
 

 Cover food with lids or wrap. 
 

 Use proper utensils to reduce direct hand contact with  

   prepared food. 
 

 Use water that is safe to drink for food preparation. 
 

 Label chemicals and pesticides and store them away from  

   food and the food preparation area. 
 

 Keep all food items 15 cm/6 inches off the floor on shelves,  

   racks or pallets. 

 

 Employee Hygiene and Hand-washing 
 

 Provide hot and cold running water, soap in a dispenser 

and paper towels, or a cloth roller   towel in a mechanical 

device and a supply of paper towels at all hand wash basins. 

 

 Use hand wash basins only for hand washing and not for 

food preparation or dishwashing. 

 

 Wash hands thoroughly before and after handling food. 

 

 Wear clean outer garments and hair constraints. 

 

 

 

  



 Food Contact Surfaces/Equipment: 

 

 Use approved sanitizer. 
 

 Follow manufacturer's directions for all other types of  

   sanitizers. 
 

 Keep all food contact surfaces clean and in good  

  condition. 
 

 Discard cracked utensils or deeply grooved food  

  contact surfaces. 
 

 Wash all utensils, dishes, and equipment either by hand,  

  using the two or three sink method(wash-rinse-sanitize)   

  or in a mechanical dishwasher as required. 

 

 Non-Food Contact Surfaces/Equipment: 
 

 Keep surfaces clean. 
 

 Keep floors, walls & ceilings clean and in good repair. 
 

 All surfaces must be smooth, non-absorbent and easy   

  to clean. 
 

 Provide adequate lighting as per the Building Code. 
 

 Maintain adequate levels of ventilation. 
 

Ensure proper operating and maintenance of    

  Mechanical dishwasher and other equipment. 

  

 Washrooms: Maintenance/Sanitation: 

 

Keep washrooms, toilets and change rooms clean at all 

times. Keep floors, walls and ceilings clean. Provide:  

 

 Toilet paper 

 Garbage container 

 Sensor activated supply of hot & cold running water  

 Touchless soap in a dispenser 

 Either a cloth roller towel in a mechanical device and a   

   supply of paper towels, a supply of clean single service  

   towels, or a hot air dryer at the hand washing basin. 

 

 Waste: Storage/Removal: 

 

 Remove solid and liquid waste from the food preparation  

   area on a daily basis, or more often if necessary. 

 Store waste in a sanitary manner. 

 Waste receptacles must be leak-proof, pest-proof, non-   

  absorbent and have tight-fitting lids. 

 

 Pest Control: 
 

 Cover any openings to prevent pests from entering. 

 Eliminate any food or water sources for pests. 

 Consider obtaining a contract with a licensed pest control   

  operator. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  



Tom Missios is the Founder & CEO of ERC Restaurant 

Consulting, Founder & Concept Development Specialist 

at ERPG, former Regional Manager, former Franchisee 

and Independent Restaurant Owner. A restaurant expert 

with over 30 years of experience, including ownership of 

a number of franchises and independent restaurants.  

Today’s mission focuses on concept development and 

new restaurant start-ups with ERC Restaurant Consulting 

and EP Restaurant Group. Please connect with Tom if 

you have any questions about creating an exceptional 

delivery, take-out, meal replace program QUICKLY, Cost 

Reduction, Cash Flow, and Government Assistance. 

 

 

A graduate of International Touring University in business 

administration. Jose Luis began his management career 

with Holiday Inn-Mexico and El Presidente, another well 

known and successful national chain. In 1985, he joined 

the management team at KFC-Mexico as a Franchise 

Manager. Jose Luis has held senior roles in operation and 

franchise areas. In 1999, he moves to Canada and he 

began working with various Canadian and American 

chains including being a Multi-Unit Franchise Manager 

for White Spot. Jose Luis started developing ‘franchise 

food concept’ and since 2005 has developed 

franchisees in more than 30 countries and performing 
franchise seminars, courses, and stores set-ups. 

Cleanliness 

is a state of 

purity, 

clarity, and 

precision 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tom-missios/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jluisesquivel/


– By Matthew Corney 

Longer Term Plan 
 

Let’s be realistic, this time that we are in is uncharted waters. If you 

have the finances in place to do an update or renovation it might 

be the time to do it, but don’t expect an instant return on 

investment.  

 

With a long-term mindset, you also want to consider the following: 

 

 Evaluate your menu. This may be the opportunity to change or 

simplify what you offer which will have a direct reflection on what 

equipment you will need going forward. 

 

 Evaluate your current equipment. Is it still what you need given 

your plans when you reopen. Is it in good working order? You don’t 

want to be the one who is delayed reopening by equipment 

failures. 

 

 Seriously evaluate what you have versus what is available for 

equipment. Good help is hard to find and you want to be sure that 

whatever equipment you have is easy to operate and efficiently 

delivers the items on your menu. 



 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

Matthew has been working in the 

Hospitality Industry since 2002. Over 

the years he has supplied a large 

range of Hospitality Venues with a 

variety of products – from Food to 

Equipment.  

 

In recent times Matthew has been 

devoting his time to the Equipment 

side of the industry and brings a 

wealth of knowledge on what the 

right piece of equipment is for your 

application while ensuring that it 

meets your budget.  

 

Understanding the needs and 

challenges in the industry and 

providing solutions has always been 

his passion. Self-motivated and 

driven to ensure the success of his 

clients has been firmly rooted into his 

very being from his years in the 

construction industry.  

 

Managing both the sales and 

operations side on a multi-million-

dollar operation has taught him to 

look at things from different angles 

and provide outside the box 

solutions.  

 

 

 

Consult with your staff and get their idea’s. They often have 

requests from clients that have never gotten to you for menu 

items or improvements. 

 

Speak with an expert in the area that you need help with. 

There are plenty of restaurant consultants that specialize in 

area’s like bar design, digital marketing, food equipment and 

menu development to name a few. Often these consultants 
are available for a free consultation. 

Plan your re-opening. What will you do to freshen up the look 

of your place. Do you need to call in technicians or trades to 
ensure that the power and plumbing is ready? 

Plan your marketing strategy to get you back on track when 

things return to ‘normal’. It will be a new era. We predict that 

fast casual will be the norm with the exception of well-

established fine dining that will recapture the market that 

they had. 

Be a good neighbor, your neighbors and clients need 

support too. They will be the first to support you when you 

show support to them at this time.  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-corney-3a6b6576/


– By Dan Vander Mey 

In this unprecedented time we are all forced to change our 

perspective on things. 

 

There has likely never been a moment in your career that you, as 

a restaurant owner or operator, have had the time to reflect on 

where your business is currently and where you want it to be.  

 

We all know in this business there is no such thing as “down time”. 

 

We are on the go from the moment our eyes open in the morning 

until we hit the hay at night. This daily grind is what we thrive on, 

it’s what keeps our blood flowing.  

 

Then suddenly mid March 2020 came: The interruption of a 

lifetime. You now have more time on your hands than you care to 

have, or ever even wanted to have so here is what you can do. 

 

1. Save Your Business: Look at your federal plus state / province for 

financial help - if needed. Do whatever it takes to keep your 

business afloat financially. Apply for loans, grants, and employee 

subsidy programs.  



 Open Your Eyes to the Opportunities 
 

Remember your competition is in the exact same 

situation you are, in regard to sales, cost, and staffing.  

 
It's how you are going to come out of this that will  

determine who thrives in the long run. Think about your  

perfect restaurant: what would you have to change to  

have the perfect restaurant?  

 
Now is your chance to re-group and make the necessary  

changes to reset your restaurant.  

 

Now I know, as restaurateurs, we don’t like to sit and  

reflect and contemplate and journal about life and  

business. But guess what? You’re not there right now.  

 

Here is what I recommend do.  

 

Sit somewhere quiet with a pen and legal pad and think  

about the restaurant you really want to have when this is  

over, not the same one that came to a grinding halt but  

the one you really want. Think about how you are going  

to re-open your dream restaurant.  

 First as the owner: How will the outside look? How will it feel? 

What kind of message will it send. How will the inside look? 

How will the dining room feel? Will it be brighter and warmer? 

Will we take out some booths and dedicate more space to 

Take out? Will we shrink the dining room for more storage? 

Ask your self what you really really want for your new 

restaurant. 
 

Do this for every area of your building noting what your 

perfect restaurant will look like inside, outside, BOH, and FOH.  

 

 Now think about the menu. How will that look? Do we need 

to make changes? Do we have to eliminate some dead 

items? Is it cost effective? Should we have a lunch menu?  

 

Can I take this time to adjust our hours of operation? Would it 

make sense to close on a certain day of the week? Should 

we open for lunch?  

 
 Think about your team. What is your perfect employee like? 

What is the ideal image for a FOH team member, culinary 

team member? What is the training program like? How about 
your managers? Write it all down.  

 

 

  

 

 

  



 

 
 Your guest perspective. Is this the go to place for a  

great meal? Is there plenty of well lit convenient parking?  

 

Are we always friendly and hospitable? Will they get to  

say hello to the managers or owner? Is it always clean?  

 

How does the environment make guest feel? Is the food  

and service always consistent ? Is there comfortable  

seating regardless of the time they get here? Will they be  

able to read the menu or is it too dark?  

Next Look Through the Eyes of Your Team.  

 
What is the feeling I have when I get to work? How is 

my development, do I need further training? Do I have 

the tools and resources I need to do my job perfectly ? 

Am I getting compensated fairly for the work I perform? 

Do my managers treat me fairly? Is it a clean safe 

place to work? 

 

What is the Culture Like In Your Perfect Restaurant? 

 

 

Are the restrooms always clean and re-stocked?  
 

How about your vendors view? Do we check in orders in a  

timely manor? Do we treat them with respect? Do we pay  

them on time? You get the picture.  
 

It’s best if you take your time and do one perspective a day.  
 

You will be more honest and thorough with your vision of the  

perfect restaurant.  
 

Now that you have your perfect restaurant in your mind and  

on paper it is time to start putting the pieces in place to  

make it happen.  
 

 Take your vision and type it out and read it daily. 
 

 Work on bringing it to life every day. 
 

 Take advantage of low interest Small Business loans that 

are available now.  
 

 Take the time you have now to update training materials. 
 

 Update your look inside and out 
 

 Start interviewing online now for when you reopen 
 

 Revisit your menu and recipe execution 
 

 Evaluate your marketing plans and online footprint.  



Dan started in the restaurant industry at age 16.  He's 

seen the business from every angle and held every 

position. 

 

Dan is highly sought after for his ability to get right to 

the heart of an issue and resolve it quickly.  Some 

household names in the industry have looked to Dan 

to solve problems.   

 

He's turned around struggling businesses, trained and 

energized staff, reduced food costs, enhanced 

customer experience, and improved the bottom line.   

 

In the end, everything he does drives the bottom line. 
 

Dan is married to his wife of 21 years and together 

they enjoy their 12 year old daughter.  They love 

everything Central Florida has to offer:  the weather, 

the theme parks, and the FOOD!  He is active in the 

community and volunteers with causes that feed the 

hungry.   

 

Dan will personally meet with you to understand your 

business, what makes your restaurant unique and 

what excites you.  He'll hear about your strengths, flat 

sides, and vision.  He'll carefully craft a strategy as 

unique as your business, develop a detailed action 

plan to drive toward your goals and he'll be with you 

to help implement the plan every step of the way. 

 

THIS IS YOUR 

ONCE-IN-A- 

LIFETIME 

OPPORTUNITY 

TO STEP BACK, 

PAINT YOUR 

PICTURE, AND 

BRING IT TO LIFE 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danvandermey/


– By Doug Radkey 

What will the bar & restaurant industry look like after the 

pandemic? It is going to be a lot different.  

 

You have to pivot, diversify, and be prepared, now!  

 

You have to build a high level of trust like never before. You have 

to look at technology and how it interacts with guests. You have 

to also use this time to be innovative and emerge ready for the 

modern era. 

 

If you’re in the industry as an owner, operator, or front-line 

employee such as a bartender or cook – you need to understand 

that when the pandemic is over, there is no going back to how it 

was before.  

 

You have to get into the mindset right now that there will be 

change and you need to be ready to adapt to that change. 

 

This industry is about to be separated into those who go and 

attack the day and those who sit on their hands waiting. I will let 

you guess which one of those is going to come out of this stronger 

– it’s not the ones sitting at home watching marathons on Netflix. 



This goes to bartenders and front-line staff as well. 

You need to understand that a high percentage of 

venues are closing permanently or reducing their 

work-force.  

 

What does that mean for you? 

 

It means that the talent pool is going to be very 

different when we come out of this. There are going 

to be more people looking for work than positions 

available. Many venues are going to be in a position 

to only hire an a-team which means you should be 

using this time to learn and perfect your craft and 

revamp your resume. 

 
Prior to the pandemic, staff had control and the 

upper hand when it came to interviews and hiring 

due to an industry wide shortage thanks to the over 

saturation of bars & restaurants – but post pandemic 

– expect that coin to flip!  

 

 

If you venue is closed or operating at limited 

capacity – you also need to understand that when 

the restrictions are lifted – you cannot just have a full 

roster or work-force scheduled.  

 
 

 

 

  

Consumers are not going to run back out the first day – 

especially to bars, casual restaurants, and especially 

nightclubs.  

 

It is going to take months, if not years, to get back to perhaps 

the same level of foot traffic you once had.  

 
While we don’t know the numbers for sure, it would be wise to 

expect a capacity level of only 25-30% in terms of on-premise 

foot traffic.  

 
This means you are also going to want to review your seating 

alignment. Consider taking away every other bar stool to 

create physical distance at the bar itself. You will want to 

take-away those communal tables. You will also want to 

create separation between tables by removing a third of 

your tables. Yes – a third to start.  

 

Optics are still going to be key – you want your venue to look 

full but in a safe manner where guests are not shoulder-to-

shoulder or only 15 inches from the next table.  

 

When you make these changes – you also want to 

communicate that to your community – by showing photos 

and video – be transparent about the changes you are 

making.  

 

 

  



This is obviously going to change how we operate from 

a financial point-of-view since we’re all trained to 

generate revenue per square foot and to fit as many 

guests in as we possibly can.  

 

The math is not going to be immediately in your favor. 

It’s going to look ugly.  

 

You’re going to have to continuously review demand 

and adjust accordingly. Don’t necessarily make 

permanent decisions. Gradually get back to quote 

‘normal’ over a 12 month period for example. 

 

You also want to remember that a lot of your guests 

are perhaps recovering financially as well – they may 

not be ready to splurge yet – therefore you want to 

keep a balance in price points while enhancing your 

overall perception of value when it comes to your new 

revised menu. 

 

Remember – it’s going to take people a long time to 

adjust. They’re currently utilizing take-out, curb-side, 

and delivery methods and it has become somewhat 

of a norm for consumers right now – therefore, do not 

stop these efforts – they will become a norm for you as 

well. 

Create a solid plan and strategy around continuing an off-

premise program. It’s not going to go anywhere anytime fast, 

but there needs to be a balance between off-premise and 

on-premise for you to survive long-term.  

 

Speaking of marketing – you’re also going to want to market 

how you’re cleaning and keeping a sterile venue. From 

training staff on new health & safety measures to new 

cleaning standards, this needs to be a focus and cannot be 

overlooked. 

 

Look at how consumers view your kitchen and your bar 

space. What can they physically see when they look around? 

How is product including plates and glassware handled by 

staff? How are your washrooms setup? Is there sanitizer 

machines at your venue exits and entrances? What are staff 

wearing?  

 

These are all touch-points and view points you need to audit 

and implement a plan for. 

 

People have created new habits and expectations. 

Communicate these changes to your community on social 

media to show them how you’re protecting them.  

 

This will be the new normal. 
 

 

 

  

 

 

  



We all need to be in that mindset of planning 

for the future – right now - and putting 

together a 30, 60, 100 day strategy plan. 

 

You need to create a plan that involves a 

revised business model for your bar or 

restaurant. You need to create: 

 

 A new customer journey map 

 A new set of customer profiles 

 A new menu mix & revised inventory system 

 A new entertainment program 

 A new revenue channel strategy 

 A new marketing & guest experience plan 

 A new or revised  health & safety standards 

 A new or revised on-boarding strategy 

 A new or revised brand guide 

 A new or revised seating alignment 

 A new or revised online-ordering strategy 

 Implementing strategic pick-up, curb-side, or  

   delivery program (not just third party) 

 And a new set of financial plans.  

 

There is zero excuse not having this in place 

moving forward. 
 

One thing this pandemic has done – is it showed a 

flawed business model financially throughout the 

industry – and we need to fix that moving forward - 

if we want to create bar & restaurant 2.0 

successfully. And I think now that everyone has seen 

that – we can make that happen.  

Doug Radkey is the President of KRG Hospitality 
Inc. the international brand ambassador for 
Barventory, and the author of the book Bar 

Hacks, and the host of the Bar Hacks Podcast.  
 

Operating since 2009 with now 8 regional 
offices throughout North America, Doug has 

become a hospitality start-up expert that 
facilitates projects from idea stage through to 

grand opening and beyond. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougradkey/

